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*A production proof is available for orders of 150 mats or more.

InVIsIon No. 110

Create your design simple or complex. 
Design with precise Pantone® colors for simplicity or include edge to 
edge photographic imagery.

Your image is protected from wear, tear & fading!
Printed on the underside of a clear 3/16” thick surface, your image 
will withstand even the heaviest of foot traffic.

 �The ultimate choice for custom printed anti-fatigue matting!

 �Durable PVC surface protects your design.

 �Promote your corporate brand, encourage safety or provide 

instructions. The possibilities are endless!

 �Only a 5 mat minimum and no setup fees!

SurFACE PATTErn SIzE wEArwEll nO. uOM

Smooth 2’ x 3’ 110.78x2x3SM EA
Smooth 3’ x 5’ 110.78x3x5SM EA

Diamond-Plate 2’ x 3’ 110.78x2x3DP EA
Diamond-Plate 3’ x 5’ 110.78x3x5DP EA

MAT SPECIFICATIOnS

Sponge base
nitricell®—premium nitrile rubber composite formulated 
for crush-resistance and extended performance.

resilience
Best in its class. It continues to bounce back and provides 
long-term standing comfort and satisfaction.

Standing 
Area

Extends to within 1” of the edge of the mat providing 
20% more standing room. 

Bevel Sponge offers built-in trip prevention bevel.

warranty 4 years

Overall 
Thickness:

15/16” with pre-beveled sponge for a lay-flat design

Call us at 1-800-874-4551 with your order of 5 or more.1

Sign and Submit the release form. This confirms that you 
are authorized to use the artwork for your InVIsIon mat.

2

E-mail or upload artwork directly to our FTP location. Site 
details will be provided upon receipt of signed release form.3

Submit signed approval of digital proof.*4

“InVIsIon” the Possibilities...

  Bold Diamond-Plate surface

Pre-beveled sponge base gives 
mat its lay-flat characteristics.

Pre-beveled sponge base gives 
mat its lay-flat characteristics.

How To Make InVIsIon Your Own

3/16’”  durable  PVC surface

  Lightly textured smooth surface

3/16’”  durable PVC surface


